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EXERCISES

Lenka and the Tea Witch
ENGLISH EDUCATIONAL SHOW FOR SCHOOLS

1. Main Characters in the Story

Lenka

The Witch

The Magical Tea

The Mouse

The Wizard

2. Other Characters

a ghost
I am a ghost.

a skeleton
I am a skeleton.

a monster
I am a monster.

Dracula
I am Dracula.

a cat

a bat

3. Making Tea

a kettle

a cup

a teaspoon

a teapot

a sugar bowl

a milk jug

Lenka and the Tea Witch - EXERCISES

A. Present Simple
F Lenka goes to sleep at 8 o'clock.
F What time does Lenka go to sleep?
F The Witch makes magical tea.
F The black cat eats mice.

B. Present Continuous
F What is happening?
F What is the Witch doing right now?
F The Witch is making her tea.
F Lenka is walking in the forest.
F The monsters are making scary noises.

C. Vocabulary and sentences used in the show

Ugly and naughty wicked Witch

Beautiful good girl called Lenka

Mouth-watering sweet-smelling magical tea

Frightened big mouse in her pajamas

Clever and good Wizard with a magical wand
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Lenka and the Tea Witch - EXERCISES

D. The story in a nutshell
F The Witch turns all boys and girls into horrible ugly monsters.
F The wicked Witch lives in a wooden cottage in the forest.
F The witch makes magical tea.
F The witch changes Lenka into a big mouse.
F Lenka The Mouse runs into the forest and hears scary noises.
F The good wizard gives Lenka The Mouse a magical bean.
F While the witch is sleeping Lenka The Mouse drops the
magical bean into the tea.

F The Witch tastes the tea and turns into a pumpkin.
F The mouse turns back into Lenka.
F All the horrible monsters turn into boys and girls.

E. The Tea for Two Song ( T 4 2 Song)
Tea for two and
Two for tea
That is just
For you and me
T42&
24T
Laa la,
Ladidida di da di da
di da di da
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